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Madminer: simulation based inference
Simulation-based inference: we want to infer theoretical parameters using a simulator to describe predictions.

MadMiner: a tool that implements various simulation-based inference strategies for particle physics.

arXiv:1805.12244 - PRL, arXiv:1805.00013 - PRD, arXiv:1805.00020 - physics.aps.org/articles/v11/90 



Madminer: impact on physics
Disclaimer: I am not a physicist

Claim: These inference strategies 
exploit more information from the LHC 
data and lead to more sensitive 
measurements.

For more information:

● Constraining Effective Field Theories with 
Machine Learning.

● MadMiner: Machine learning-based 
inference for particle physics.

J Brehmer, J Pavez, G Louppe, K.C. PRL & PRD 2018 [arXiv:1805.00013 & arXiv:1805.00020]          J. Brehmer, S. Dawson, S. Homiller, F. Kling, T. Plehn [arXiv:1908.06980]

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1670936
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1670936
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1746275
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1746275


Madminer-workflow: containers
MadMiner can be containerized depending on the functionality it provides:

Physics simulation:

Makes use of the following stack:

● MadGraph: for describing theoretical models, 
generating Monte Carlo, “gold mining”.

● Numpy f2py: to translate Fortran into Python.
● Pythia8: for events simulation.
● Delphes: for detector simulation & reconstruction.

madminertool/madminer-workflow-ph

ML inference:

Makes use of the following stack:

● Numpy: to work with math functions.
● Pytorch: to train the evaluate the ML model.
● Matplotlib: to show how theoretical values can be 

approximated.

madminertool/madminer-workflow-ml

https://hub.docker.com/r/madminertool/madminer-workflow-ph
https://hub.docker.com/r/madminertool/madminer-workflow-ml


Madminer-workflow: REANA
MadMiner images can be used to coordinate Yadage sub-workflows:

Physics simulation: ML inference:



Madminer-workflow: REANA
Both sub-workflows can be combined.

Making the resulting REANA workflow a 
direct translation of the original paper 
MadMiner diagram.

Check out Scailfin/madminer-workflow 

for good documentation on how to have 
it deployed.

https://github.com/scailfin/madminer-workflow


Madminer-workflow: MLFlow
Thanks to its REANA workflow format, Madminer-workflow can 
be run multiple times, with different hyper-parameter 
configurations.

How to keep track of each run information?

Tracking server

REANA workflow

Yadage specification

Yadage step .sh

(MLFlow CLI)

Python code

How to propagate hyper-parameters downfall?



Madminer: goals and scalability
The overall goal is to reproduce the MadMiner paper results with the MadMiner-workflow (REANA).

Until now, papers using Madminer were manually managing the complete workflow, taking weeks to publish quality 
results from a Monte Carlo generation.

For the scalability of MadMiner:

● Join the ongoing discussions within:
○ SSL (Kubernetes).
○ Notre Dame (VC3/HPC/Bluewaters).
○ BNL (Slurm).

● See Kenyi’s talk on Tuesday around SCAILFIN efforts.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10621


Madminer: References and Use


